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Abstract—Traditional modeling and simulation-based HPC
workloads demand a platform optimized for low latency node-to-
node communication and a write intensive IO load. Cloud-based
applications tend to not need the fast communication and are
frequently heavily read dependent. Both of these workloads are
immensely important and demand larger and larger machines
to handle the demand. Unfortunately, budgets demand that
large scale compute be a shared resource for both workloads
in spite of this opposed design priority. Through the use of
persistent memory (PMEM) devices on node, dynamically we
can reconfigure the nodes to either support fast reading through
using the on node-PMEM as a reading cache or as slow DRAM
to reduce the time spent communicating with logical neighbor
nodes. We outline a vision for a machine hardware and software
architecture dynamically shifting to simultaneously support both
workloads as demand dictates with minimal additional cost and
complexity.

Index Terms—HPC, Cloud, hybrid computing, hybrid work-
loads, persistent memory, job scheduling

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern large scale computing is no longer just used for uni-
form modeling and simulation (modsim) workloads, but also
incorporates data intensive workloads like machine learning
and other data analytics techniques. The tools on both sides
have matured considerably and both offer excellent support for
their respective workloads. The new challenge is the realiza-
tion that traditional HPC workload data is being processed by
these newer data analytic techniques. The arriving challenge
is that the generated modsim data needs to be processed as it
is generated eliminating the need to store raw data.

Traditional HPC platforms are organized to best support
large-scale, scale-up workloads. These are a single task that
work on a single or a small number of very large data items
iteratively to explore physics phenomena in some way. These
very large data items can be 1 PB or larger demanding
spreading the computation across many nodes not just for
processing speed, but also simply to be able to hold the data
in working memory.

These scale-up platforms use high performance, low la-
tency interconnect networks, such as InfiniBand [1] and
Slingshot [2], to reduce the communication overheads of
the frequent data exchange operations. Each large data item
represents something, such as a volume of air in a room.
To look at air flow patterns, the individual air molecules, or
some representative value, must be tracked on a short distance

periodic basis in the entire volume. The aggregate size can
be extremely large if extended to something like the global
atmosphere. To evolve the computation, some force in the form
of air molecules with directional velocity are inserted pushing
the existing molecules forming air currents. To perform the
calculations, the data is split into sub-volumes, each assigned
to a compute unit of some sort, and calculated independently.
Since the force is not confined to any given sub-volume, after
each calculation round, the edges are exchanged with the
logical neighbors to enable more independent computation.
Periodically, all of the data is written to persistent storage
for offline analysis of the simulation evolution. One challenge
being faced today and continuing to worsen is that the storage
IO bandwidth is not growing fast enough to absorb data at
the rate scientists are willing to pay for. In essence, unless
the scientists want to spend the vast majority of their compute
time allocation performing IO to storage, they need to write
far less often than they would prefer. Instead, they want to
perform their data analysis and processing tasks, which can
reduce data volumes dramatically, as part of their computation
process.

The new generation HPC workloads run on platforms
organized to best support large-scale, scale-out workloads.
These are many tasks that are used to process a very large
number of relatively tiny data items and use parallelism to
accelerate the computation. Additional compute nodes are used
to increase compute speed, but each computation is largely
independent, allowing seemingly unlimited scaling with linear
speed increases simply by adding more compute capacity.

This new generation, as it encompasses such a large number
of new markets and types of data processing, has prompted
developing rich, accessible tools that with a little work, can
also process the scale-up data. The quality of these tools has
prompted scientists to demand support for incorporating them
directly into their workflows with no regard to the underlying
hardware and software system support. System administrators
are left trying to best support user demands, but with the wrong
tools.

The underlying software infrastructure required for these
scale-out tools generally fits better in an orchestration system.
Current examples such as Kubernetes [3], OpenStack [4], and
Docker Swarm [5] are optimized to dynamically start and
stop a number of service instances on an as demanded basis.
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Resource sharing performance penalties are a lower concern
since processing is largely independent.

Further motivating this situation are budgetary concerns
from funding agencies. High-end machines are very expensive
to field and operate and the thought of fielding two machines
of similar scale, but a bit different design just to support
two different workloads is not seen as a responsible use of
budget. Instead, the funding agencies have been prompting the
laboratories to find ways to make these workloads co-exist on
a single, slightly larger platform. This will be slightly more
expensive than one to both field and operate and still be able
to handle the aggregate computational needs.

While cloud bursting [6] and multi-cloud deployments may
be able to address the needs in theory, other policy or security
concerns may demand a fully secured, on site deployment.
Export controlled, sensitive, or classified data or processing
have special requirements of the cloud platform and the
connection with it. Certification [7] can allow workloads and
data for some while higher consequence and more sensitive
information still cannot use these infrastructures. This prompts
a need for hybrid on-site resources that can easily handle both
the traditional modsim workloads as well as the data analytics
workloads.

The cost of provisioning a system to fully support both
workloads is prohibitive. Excess DRAM capacity would go
unused for many workloads while node-local high capacity,
low cost storage (e.g., disk or equivalent) introduces even more
costs and failure points. This excess is financially impossible
in essentially all cases. Instead, there needs to be a technology
that can serve both to expand DRAM capacity as well as serve
as node-local storage. Persistent Memory (PMEM) offers such
a solution.

PMEM devices live on the memory bus and are accessed via
load/store instructions. At the same time, compared to DRAM
prices, they are cheaper for capacity. This makes them ideal
for expanding DRAM capacity at a reasonable cost. PMEM
devices, because they offer the additional persistence property,
also offer a way to store larger data quantities on node with
less concern about failures. This dual property makes PMEM
an intriguing solution to the hybrid device need. Unfortunately,
hardware alone is not sufficient to realize the gestalt platform
ideal.

This paper explores a potential systems and software ar-
chitecture leveraging persistent memory devices, such as the
Intel Optane [8], that could offer higher memory capacity
for heavily compute intensive workloads and near-compute
storage for data throughput-intensive workloads.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, in
Section II, we discuss persistent memory devices, their char-
acteristics, and how we propose they can be used. Section III,
we describe the software environment required to support these
hybrid workloads. Two use cases are presented demonstrating
the potential of this design in Section IV. Next in Section V,
we discuss some related work. Finally, Section VI offers
takeaway requirements and challenges we need to address as
a community to achieve a true gestalt platform capable of

easily supporting any mix of traditional HPC mod-sim and
data analytics workloads simultaneously.

II. PERSISTENT MEMORY

Persistent memory (PMEM) devices offer higher capacity at
lower performance and cost than traditional DRAM devices.
One commercially available option is the Intel Optane [8].
Unfortunately, confusing naming hides these devices among
different technology suppressing marketplace visibility. In
spite of this, considerable work [9]–[16] has been done explor-
ing the potential for use as both extended memory (volatile-
style) and storage (persistent-style) devices. This hybrid nature
offers a dual use technology that can be the key enabling
hardware for a gestalt workload.

Typically, to extend memory into a persistent storage media
requires going through a special interface, such as SATA [17]
or the PCIe [18] bus based NVMe [19] devices. Fast, solid
state devices can be deployed through these interfaces, but
interacting with them is fundamentally different from access-
ing regular memory. Instead of a typical load/store instruction,
working through a device driver of some sort is required. The
access granularity is typically a block, which may range from
4 KB to even 1 MB. Reading a single byte from these devices
causes accessing an entire block at a time. The block is then
managed in the device driver’s memory and the single byte is
returned to the caller.

While systems like mmap [20] can hide a block-storage
device behind a memory-like standard API, all it does is to
translate the memory accesses into block-storage accesses with
a memory page granularity. Systems like DAX [21] can more
directly map devices for access, but it is specialized hardware
for accessing slower devices than PMEM.

Prior to PMEM devices, NVMe devices held the fastest
storage devices title. While NVMe is relatively expensive
compared to spinning media (i.e., disks), the performance is
dramatically different making it a difficult choice to deploy
disks except for large capacity, slow access devices. NVMe
devices are not without their limitations. Ceph [22] rewrote
their low-level device access code because their disk and
SSD (over SATA) optimized code was too slow to enable
streaming to NVMe devices at hardware rates. Achieving the
full performance potential is possible, but takes some work.

Compare that configuration against how PMEM devices are
deployed. PMEM devices are placed on the memory bus and
are accessed via load/store instructions within the CPU. The
access granularity is a cache line. Compatible CPUs have been
modified to tolerate the longer latencies involved with using
PMEM devices to avoid timeouts or other failure conditions.
As far as the machine code is concerned, these are normal
main memory devices with no special software drivers or other
interfaces necessary. The performance characteristics are 3x-
5x faster than an NVMe device.

Alternatively, technologies like CXL [23] offer a way to
place these devices across the interconnect for shared use.
Through a CXL accessible pool, a large scale, shared, persis-
tent store can be configured for the machine simplifying and
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accelerating data sharing among nodes. A recent announce-
ment that Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and Micron
are partnering to investigate this setup to accelerate HPC with
ML/AI workloads [24].

Standard IO routines are tuned for standard IO interfaces
making NVMe devices easy to deploy. A little software
tuning and significant performance advantages can be realized.
PMEM devices require specialized interface code to achieve
the full potential. The pMEMCPY [16] library demonstrates
that without special tuning, even a highly optimized IO library
can only achieve about half the available performance of a
PMEM device. The extra copies in the OS kernel must be
avoided to get the full performance benefits.

A. Machine Architecture
Our proposed hardware architecture is illustrated in Fig-

ure 1. It consists of a CPU and GPU both with high bandwidth
memory and additional PMEM devices capable of holding
as much as 3x the CPU and/or GPU memory. This 3x
capacity has been used for several DOE Leadership Computing
capacity calculations for burst buffers (e.g., Summit at ORNL).
Adopting this standard makes reasonable sense based on this
standard. This enables compute to swap to the PMEM devices
for significantly longer independent computation phases, the
ability to write data for slower migration off node, and to hold
a significant corpus for data analytics tasks to avoid going off
node to load data.

Fig. 1. Proposed Node-level architecture

The interconnect would need to be a traditional HPC-
style interconnect optimized for low latency, high bandwidth
operation, such as InfiniBand. Storage would be in a large,
shared pool that would serve as scale-up scratch for offloading
from the compute nodes or for staging into the compute area
prior to running an analytics job.

Otherwise, the machine architecture could be relatively
“standard”. For example, the scratch/shared storage pool could
be a large scale distributed or parallel storage system with
various tiers from scratch to campaign storage to archive. This
part of the architecture is typically very similar for cloud
or HPC deployments. The main differentiator would likely
be in a cloud deployment, there is more redundancy with
assumed failures while HPC would focus on more reliability
and ability to recover from failures. With standard components
used across both types of machines, the costs are essentially
the same with the software layer differentiating the operational
aspects.

B. Discussion

PMEM devices can fit into the niche needed to take largely
similar platforms and enable them to dynamically adapt to
whatever workload is deployed on them. With an adequate
software layer on top, this gestalt can be achieved.

Complicating this picture are the pricing differences. PMEM
can achieve around 3x the performance of NVMe devices, but
cost 5x as much. Unless that performance gain is essential and
tuning the IO libraries to fully take advantage of PMEM is pos-
sible, it is unlikely worth the extra cost except in specialized
cases. For the purposes of this paper, we are considering two
cases. The first is where the cost is less important than the raw
achievable performance for time sensitive applications. The
second is the potential for eliminating an entire platform’s cost
by deploying this more expensive technology into an existing
platform and adapting the software infrastructure to form the
gestalt.

III. SOFTWARE

Software infrastructure has a long way to go. The cloud
native structure of using a minimal virtual machine to host
containers for the functionality is the right start. For this
system design, we could configure for deployment a minimum
of two Virtual Machines (VMs) or a spectrum with different
ratios of memory-configured or storage-configured PMEM
devices. HPC system administrators are starting to understand
the benefit of this approach, but are still concerned about
performance loss. Given the financial realities, accepting a
tiny performance loss to support diverse workloads may be
the price paid.

While the cloud-native software infrastructure may seem
to be adequate, it does not support bulk-synchronous parallel
workloads well. Cloud-like infrastructure focuses on spinning
up or down independent service instances, potentially all of the
same type. Scale-up HPC best supports a single large instance
spread across potentially all of the nodes. Startup times should
be very similar to avoid wasted compute times as no process
can really get started until all of them have started. The
same is true for the synchronization points. All task processes
communicate to exchange data after each computation phase.
While alternative programming models, such as Charm++ [25]
and Legion [26] seek to break this dependency, they instead
rely on oversubscription to cores and delayed computation
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to handle communication overheads and delays. That way
computation is never waiting for data to arrive. Net compute
time may reduce, but wall clock time may increase, but on
fewer resources. Further, re-architecting codes into this model
is considerable, non-trivial effort. Finally, the compatibility
of this scale-up model with cloud software infrastructures is
unproven.

Using containers for software deployment makes sense for
many reasons. First, immutable, stored containers offer a
precise reference to what code was run for future publications
and reproducibility. Second, containers eliminate missing or
conflicting third party library problems. As long as the con-
tainer itself can work, then it can work in any compatible
container hosting environment. Third, Continuous Integra-
tion/Continuous Deployment infrastructure is often designed
to work with containers to perform the regular automated
testing tasks. We propose using containers for all of the
software elements given the natural deployment capabilities
developed in the cloud space in addition to others. A simple
picture of this software architecture is presented in Figure 2.

Ideally, all data would be in containers as well. A prototype
of this model called Data Pallets [27] later updated in Olaya’s
Master’s thesis [28], shows the potential for enhancing not just
reproduciblity, but also traceability and understandability for
workflows.

Immutable rather than ephemeral containers are a key ele-
ment. By preserving, unchanged, the containers, reproducibil-
ity is easier to verify. Associating container hash values with
the resulting output offers a strong connection to how the data
is created.

This reproducibility benefit can be enhanced by storing
the virtual machine images used, along with the container
hash codes, to offer a stronger reproducibility foundation for
research. Long term, hardware emulators would be necessary
to replace obsolete/unavailable CPUs or other infrastructure,
but that is a solvable problem.

Finally, combining all of these together requires a system
such as a fully realized Fuzzball [29], to manage deployment.
Better effort on simplifying the system and improving perfor-
mance is needed. Application startup time should be at most
seconds rather than several minutes, as it stands in the pro-
totype version available today. Fuzzball seeks to support both
traditional scale-up and scale-out workloads simultaneously
with a ground-up re-build of the support infrastructure. This
kind of rethinking of the software layer is essential to a hybrid
platform and it requires PMEM, or some similar concept, to
be able to contain costs while meeting the true gestalt.

IV. USE CASES

The first use case is a traditional modsim workload that
couples with data analytics code on separate, or even the
same, node(s) to form a single workflow. The second use case
is a traditional cloud data analytics workflow. A third is a
traditional modsim alone.

Fig. 2. Proposed software architecture

A. Use Case 1: Modsim + Data Analytics

Consider a case with a large scale physics simulation,
such as LAMMPS [30]. LAMMPS is a molecular dynamics
simulator that shows the behavior of molecules or atoms under
various conditions. Depending on the physics complexity, the
amount of data per process can vary widely. For this use case,
assume the physics is moderately complex and LAMMPS
is configured to run on a few dozen nodes. For example,
a fracture simulator or a material melting would both be
appropriate. In both cases, the material volume would be split
across many processes, but the interaction with neighboring
atoms and molecules affects what happens with each other. On
several additional nodes, analysis code evaluates the data to
determine the presence or absence of a fracture, determined by
inter-atom distances, or does a visualization enabling storing
just the image rather than the raw data.

LAMMPS would run normally pushing data to the analysis
nodes periodically. With moderate physics, LAMMPS can use
more on-node memory swapping from HBM to the PMEM
to reduce the communication overheads. For the data anal-
ysis/visualization processes, they need the data to do their
analysis and rendering making storage a better choice. For
many of these routines, they are already written assuming they
will read from storage rather than memory. Reconfiguring the
PMEM to be storage devices enables these codes to run against
PMEM as storage without modification.

B. Use Case 2: Cloud Data Analytics

For a large scale machine learning model generator, reading
and re-reading LOTS of different data items can be necessary.
To avoid contention in both the interconnect and on storage, it
is best to pull the data down to the nodes once and then read
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and re-read as appropriate. In this case, deploying all of the
PMEM as storage devices makes the most sense.

C. Use Case 3: Traditional Modsim

Using the LAMMPS example again from above, consider
if LAMMPS is running alone and just needs to push output
to storage periodically. In this case, the PMEM could be con-
figured partially as memory and partially as storage to serve
as a staging area (burst buffer) that is sent asynchronously to
off-node storage during the computation intensive phase.

D. Discussion

For all cases, the underlying hardware can be adapted to
best suit the needs of the particular software involved. In the
first case, the simulation code uses the PMEM as on-node fast
swap, but pushes output to the PMEM on the nodes with data
analytics code for further processing and ultimately permanent
storage. In the second case, the PMEM is all allocated for
read-ahead buffers accelerating the processing. The third case
balances use between two needs enabling both more memory
and node-local fast storage. These cases show the potential of
the hardware/software design.

V. RELATED WORK

Related work focuses on scheduling systems and some
specialized platforms. First the various kinds of scheduling
systems are briefly discussed and then the platforms are exam-
ined. This examined more in depth in previous work [6]. Task
scheduling system generally fall into one of three categories
with some newer systems attempting to bridge either the
categories, platforms supported, or both.

A. Grid Scheduling

Grid systems predate clouds and were limited by deploying
on system specific hardware and software. Cloud abstracted
much of that away making it easier to move code from one
system to another. In spite of that, the grid era has technology
that is still relevant and useful today.

Globus [31] offers a tools suite to handle much of the data
movement needs, but it does not offer the mature compute
differentiation needed by these platforms.

To handle hybrid workloads, cross-platform grid scheduling
was attempted [32]. This work, and all similar work, all
suffered from complexity of different back-end system features
and architectures, among other limitations. In short, it was
unable to expose the desired functionality at a complexity level
acceptable to users.

B. Scale Up Task Scheduling

Traditional HPC, scale-up workloads use long standard
schedulers, such as Slurm [33]. As an open source tool with
strong community support, it has grown to handle most HPC
compute management needs. Slurm has grown new features,
such as multi-resource scheduling [34], but that is different
than what the gestalt is trying to do. For multi-resource
scheduling, it assumes that a resource has a single purpose
and just needs to be scheduled along with another resource

(e.g., burst buffer capacity along with compute notes). We are
proposing a different model with uniform hardware that is
dynamically configured based on the workload needs. This
eliminates the need for the more complex multi-resource
scheduling.

A next generation HPC scheduler, Flux [35] is trying to offer
a hybrid HPC and cloud scheduling capability. However, Flux
is just starting to explore how to incorporate cloud resources
and has only scratched the surface of the vast complexities
involved. It will take considerable time and effort for Flux
to successfully integrate a single cloud platform. Much like
Slurm, this is focused on placing workloads on uniform
platforms strictly optimized for one workload type or the other.
Data movement issues are a daunting problem they have not
addressed.

C. Scale Out Task Scheduling

The scale-out schedulers focus on large numbers of small
tasks that often run quickly and exit. Scheduling throughput
of 1000s of tasks per second is needed to keep the machine
busy. Orchestration systems, discussed later, are a variation on
this approach with some different constraints.

The need to handle scheduling a large number of short
running tasks prompted the creation of Sparrow [36] and
similar systems. This shift from the traditional very large
single task with a long run time demanded these new tools
to better handle resource use.

Spark [37] is another popular system that generally scales
well. Mesos [38] with systems like Aurora [39] and Yarn [40]
offer examples of high throughput task oriented schedulers.

Other systems like Omega [41] were built in frustration
of the need to support heterogeneous clusters that evolved as
new hardware was added over time with broken and obsolete
hardware decommissioned. The priority for a system like this
is to support a wide variety of hardware features and enable a
reasonably efficient mapping from job requirements onto the
available hardware balancing needs against availability. This
is different from our goal of uniform hardware, but varying
software.

Some modern software engineering architectures, such as
function-as-a-service [42], embrace this kind of short task
execution model as a central feature.

D. Container Orchestration

The alternative approach for job scheduling has shifted
more to container management rather than task management.
Systems like Kubernetes [3] and Docker Swarm [5] offer
increasingly rich and complex environments for deploying
long-lived services that can dynamically scale on demand.
This architecture has compatibility issues with traditional HPC
workloads, such as deployment time and potentially resource
sharing. For service orchestration, all instances being fully
deployed at nearly the same time is not as important as all
of them running eventually, but soon. That makes this model
less attractive to those wanting more efficient machine usage.
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E. Hybrid Schedulers

New systems, like Fuzzball [29], intend to work like Flux,
but are rethinking the environment from the ground up. While
the ideas are inspiring, these systems need considerable work
before they can achieve the goals outlined above. For example,
the software system configuration for Fuzzball requires a full
Kubernetes system install to manage the scale out workload
and it does not address the very large scale data items in terms
of moving compute to different kinds of resources. While
these are planned to be addressed eventually, the fully needed
functionality is still an unsolved and unimplemented problem.

F. Other Related Work

The literature that discusses HPC systems at national labo-
ratories [43]–[45] provides rich information about HPC usage
trends, resource utilization metrics, evolution of supercomput-
ers over time, among many other user- and system-centered
topics. Most of the existing studies on HPC environments—
both historic and also recent—pay little attention to cloud
computing and its benefits, considering integration with clouds
to be secondary or optional in nature. With the shifting work-
load demands, revisiting these investigations is an important
priority.

Among the counterexamples, a study of computing re-
sources at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) [46]
stands out as it describes a considerable number of cloud-
style jobs being processed as a result of integration of TACC
facilities with Jetstream [47], a cloud computing facility spon-
sored and managed by the USA’s National Science Foundation
(NSF).

Chameleon Cloud [48] offers a bare-metal-as-a-service
cloud option. While this is an NSF supported effort focused
on supporting both research and education, the resources are
not as extreme as leadership computing facilities. Instead, the
focus is on supporting smaller scale efforts with a strong
tie to educational environments rather than production-style
workloads. The bare metal aspect is quite appealing for our
model as the full software stack is deployed at runtime on
a per job basis. Shifting this to be more dynamic to a per
node or per core basis would make this a fine contender for
supporting the gestalt we propose.

An additional advantage of this approach concerns power
usage [49]. By using PMEM devices, the energy footprint can
be reduced. This also applies to ML applications [50].

The final part of the related work concerns cloud burst-
ing. These systems look at how to use a cloud resource as
“overflow” for an onsite or just another large scale compute
resource. Work on these bursting approaches [51]–[53] show
the challenges and potential for making these systems work.
Microsoft, with the Azure platform, offer this as a fundamental
part of their cloud strategy. They encourage users to install an
Azure instance at their premises and to use Microsoft’s private
cloud instances as bursting capacity. This enables customers to
right size their on site compute resources to control costs while
not hitting limits for transient peak workloads. Achieving this
kind of balance for HPC and Cloud would offer an excellent

balance by deploying jobs that do not need the HPC platform
characteristics onto the associated cloud when there is demand
for the HPC platform specific characteristics by jobs. However,
these capabilities still do not exist. Further, the most daunting
problem of moving large data items from one platform to
another is left completely unaddressed.

G. Discussion

The kinds of workloads each of these system classes
addresses is different and difficult to address with a single
scheduler and resource management system. This has led to
the fragmentation of platform development efforts, where each
platform is essentially treated as an independent direction for
research and development and optimized to best address its
own, particular subset of the workloads.

The need for a hybrid use platform as we describe exists
today. With machine learning tools being incorporated into
scientific simulations, both worlds must co-exist simultane-
ously on the same platform or latency will dominate the
computations. For climate simulations [54], [55], machine
learning models are substituting for parts of the model that
may have too many parameters or the physics is not fully
understood. Using models generated from observational data,
reasonable estimates of these effects improve the simulation
model quality overall. Using ML to perform initial analytics
is also growing in popularity.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Overall, we propose that using persistent memory devices,
along with appropriate system software that can dynamically
on a node-by-node, job-by-job basis make a single platform
capable of efficiently handling both traditional modsim scale-
up workloads coupled with data analytics scale out work-
loads. While persistent memory devices are currently cost
prohibitive, NVMe devices offer a more affordable, and still
relatively performant option that can work similarly with
a little software help. We propose that this architecture be
adopted for future systems.
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